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ABSTRACT

Blind and visually impaired (BVI) individuals are
increasingly creating visual content online; however, there is
a lack of tools that allow these individuals to modify the
visual attributes of the content and verify the validity of those
modifications. In this poster paper, we discuss the design and
preliminary exploration of a multi-modal and accessible
approach for BVI developers to edit visual layouts of
webpages while maintaining visual aesthetics.
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INTRODUCTION

Content creators who are blind and visually impaired (BVI)
are actively building interfaces that contain visual elements,
such as blogs and personal websites [6]. While these
interfaces are expected to have good visual design, the
necessary tools and information to build visually pleasing
[3,12] layouts are inaccessible to BVI developers [11]. To
address this problem, we propose a multi-modal approach
that allows BVI developers to edit webpages without
breaking visual aesthetics.
Prior research in accessible programming tools for BVI
developers has addressed challenges such as effective code
navigation for BVI developers [2] and proposed new
integrated development environment (IDE) techniques to
make programming more accessible [4,16,18]. These
approaches, however, do not address the accessibility
barriers specific to editing the visual attributes of user
interfaces (UIs). To bridge the gap, Borka [5], an addon for
the NVDA screen reader [14], informs the developer of the
location, height, and width of web UI elements in pixels. Li
et al. [11] built a self-voicing application on a tablet and
tactile graphics to support visual layout editing. While
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related, our approach is unique in that it allows for web
design edits both through an IDE as well as directly on the
rendered output of a touchscreen—edits made via either
mode are automatically assessed via a design validator.
Specifically, we introduce a multi-modal UI modification
approach that combines an accessible code editor along with
a touchscreen and controller to directly access, edit, and
validate UI designs (Figure 1.). With our system, BVI
developers edit CSS code from an existing template either
using an accessible IDE or through a touchscreen. On the
touchscreen, the BVI developer can directly explore the
design via touch and use touch gestures to make direct edits.
When an edit is made, it is assessed by the validation engine
for visual design adherence. The screen reader that runs
alongside the IDE announces the outcome of the edit. For
example, if visual design guidelines are violated, the changes
are reverted on both the IDE and the touchscreen, and the
screen reader announces the design guideline violations.
In a preliminary pilot study, we found that, with minimal
training, a BVI developer could effectively make meaningful
visual edits with real-time validation using our system.
MULTI-MODAL SYSTEM

To explore our multi-modal approach, we created a threepart system (Fig. 1): an accessible canvas that allows BVI
developers to use touch and gestures to modify the visual
properties of web UI elements, a code editor that supports
direct code modifications, and a controller that processes
proposed updates from either the canvas or code editor and
then checks if the updates violate design guidelines. Please
refer to our supplementary video for a demonstration.

Figure 1. Multi-modal system overview. See video demo.
Design Guidelines

While visual design is subjective and hard to quantify [3], we
ensure that the edits BVI developers make with our system
adhere to an initial set of design guidelines extending from
web design standards [1,12]:

• Spacing consistency. The horizontal and vertical spacing
between elements at the same level should be consistent.

• Typeface consistency. Significant variation in fonts can be
distracting and confusing. A maximum of three different
font types on a page is enforced.
• Color consistency. UI elements of the same type should
share the same color.
Accessible Canvas

To support exploration and manipulation of the web UI
elements, our system displays a representation of the
webpage (HTML and CSS) on a touchscreen (an iPad Air
running iOS 12.2). The user can navigate and edit their
design directly using gestures (Table 1), which are
implemented via Apple UIkit Gestures. Since performing
custom gestures in iOS conflicts with built-in VoiceOver, we
built the accessible canvas to be self-voicing. The canvas
announces the element the user touches and provides audio
feedback on the user edits, which are performed by gestures
(Table 1). Our gestures are based on prior work, such as riskfree exploration suggested by Kane et al. [7] and leveraging
the familiarity of edge elements [8].
Operation

Touch and Gestures

Navigating
Aligning to one side

Touch and move
One-finger double taps and two-finger swipe

Style change mode
Changing width
Changing height

Two-finger triple taps
Horizontal edge tap and one-finger moving horizontally
Vertical edge tap and one-finger moving vertically

Margin/padding
Changing
margin/padding

Four-finger long press
One-finger swipe to one side and one-finger moving
vertically or horizontally

Background
Changing color

Three-finger long press
One-finger swipe left or right

Foreground
Changing font color
Changing font size
Changing font type

Two-finger long press
One-finger swipe left or right
One-finger swipe up and down
Two-finger swipe left or right

Submitting changes

Three-finger triple taps

Table 1. The full list of gestures used for navigation, alignment,
and adjustment of element style.
Code Editor

In addition to making touchscreen edits, the developer can
also directly edit the webpage CSS in Microsoft's Visual
Studio Code (VS Code) using a keyboard and a screen
reader. When the developer saves changes to the CSS file in
the editor, a custom VS Code extension notifies the
controller about the new code edits. Additionally, the
extension receives messages from the controller (on the
validity of the edits made in the editor or the accessible
canvas). These messages are announced by the screen reader
running alongside the editor.
Controller

The controller has two parts: a diff processor and validator.
The diff processor receives proposed changes from the

accessible canvas or a notification from the code editor,
updates a working copy of the original CSS file on the
controller, and then evaluates the updates with the validator.
If the proposed change passes validation, the working copy
is checkpointed, the accessible canvas is updated, and the
code editor receives an accept message (announced by the
screen reader). If the change violates a design guideline, the
processor reverts the CSS to the last checkpoint, leaving the
accessible canvas unchanged. A rejection message, including
the violated design guideline, is then reported in the code
editor (see the video).
To check for adherence to design guidelines, the validator
maintains an internal representation of the visual attributes
of the webpage elements (from the CSS file) and the
hierarchy of elements (from the HTML). For spacing
consistency, we used the margin attributes of adjacent
elements for validation. For example, the margins of
horizontally distributed elements should be the same. We
examined the font and color attributes for typeface
consistency and color consistency, respectively.
PRELIMINARY USER STUDY

We conducted a preliminary user study with a congenitally
blind professional software engineer (age 24; male). The
study had three parts: a semi-structured interview on current
webpage development strategies, an evaluation of our system
through three tasks (i.e., changing the typeface of a
paragraph, increasing the bottom margin for a list of
hyperlinks, and aligning an image and a paragraph), and a
post-study interview regarding usability. The participant
completed all three tasks successfully and agreed that the
gestures are usable, although he had trouble memorizing
gestures for operations. He could understand the outcomes
of the tasks—edits either passed or failed design guideline
violation check. The participant expressed the need to have
more control, for example, he wanted to have access to the
history of changes that lead to a rejection.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We presented an initial exploration of enabling BVI
developers to edit webpage design using a multi-modal
approach. Our system allows BVI developers to change
visual aspects of web UI elements either by performing
gestures on a touchscreen or by directly modifying code in
an editor. We plan to enhance our validator by integrating the
design guidelines with VizAssert [15], a framework that
verifies accessibility of webpages. We are also interested in
exploring machine learning techniques both for validation as
well as to suggest alternative designs (e.g., based on design
trends suggested in [10]) [17]. Finally, we will investigate
the discoverability and learnability of our current gesture set
through a formal study. Besides gestures, we will assess
viability of accessible interaction techniques in [9] and
alternative input devices (e.g., touchpads) for modifying
visual attributes of interfaces.
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